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Sources and magnitude of range uncertainties
- Differences between treatment preparation and treatment delivery (~ 1 cm)
  - Daily setup variations
  - Internal organ motion
  - Anatomical/physiological changes during treatment
- Dose calculation errors (~ 5 mm)
  - Conversion of CT number to stopping power
  - Inhomogeneities, metallic implants
  - CT artifacts

Photon planning:
“Static dose cloud” approximation

Proton planning:
Tumor shrinkage
Initial Planning CT
GTV 115 cc
5 weeks later
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Proton planning:
Tumor shrinkage results in proton overshoot

Planning CT (T40%)
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Beam stops at distal edge
Beam overshoot
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Adding a distal margin

IMPT plan – “proximal patching”
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Sensitivity analysis


Solutions to range uncertainties:

Solution 1:
- Account for range uncertainties during treatment planning
  - Compensator smearing (thinning)
  - Field patching
  - Robust planning for range uncertainties

Solution 2:
- Reduce range uncertainties through imaging
  - In-vivo dose imaging:
    - MR imaging and other techniques
    - PET: offline and in-room
    - Prompt gamma imaging

Reducing range uncertainties: Measurements

MR scan after treatment
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Nuclear interactions of protons
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